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About This Game

Totally Accurate Battlegrounds is a last-weirdo-standing battle royale game!

Totally Accurate Battlegrounds was originally made as an April Fools' parody of the Battle Royal genre and the game Totally
Accurate Battle Simulator. Jump onto an island from flying trucks, find a gun and survive and look silly while doing it, find and

eliminate all your opponents to win the round!

FEATURES:

Huge map

Physics-based EVERYTHING

Unit Customization

FAQ

Why are you making a battle royale game?!

TABG is an April Fools' joke, we’ve done one every year since 2016. We've previously combined one of our games with
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another genre or game. The first year we made Supertruck, a mix between the game Superhot and Clustertruck. Last year we
made TABZ which is a mix of TABS and DAY-Z. We spend an enormous amount of lunch breaks and nights playing battle

royale games, this is an homage to a genra we love.

Why are you making another game? Shouldn't you be working on TABS?

We didn’t take much time away from TABS, we took some time to work on TABG because we wanted to bring you something
while you wait for TABS. We knew that TABZ last year, and Supertruck the year before was very appreciated by our

community and thought we’d keep up the tradition by making yet another game for you to play.

Why are you releasing it in June and not April?

We had some networking issues but were determined to finish up the game to share it with you all!
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Title: Totally Accurate Battlegrounds
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Landfall
Publisher:
Landfall
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel Core i5-2400 @ 3.1 GHz or AMD FX-6300 @ 3.5 GHz or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 670 or AMD R9 270 (2GB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0 or better)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 6 GB available space

Additional Notes: Only runs on 64 bit systems

English
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Totally Epic. the game is bad. They stolen my steam money. the servers are empty thers no more too say about this game. I
WANT MY MONEY BACK.. This game is very solid and worth playing, by far one of the best battle royales out there.
gt;having pubg in gaming library
>playing this game instead

10/10. Better than life. Better than f**tn*te

We're having open community tests for TABG's new game-mode! (TEST IS NOW CLOSED):
The test is now closed, thank you everyone for participating! :)

Enter password BrawlTestBranch (properties > betas) to join us!

. Patch 10.1:
Patch notes:

- Shooting range quit button works
- Solo and squad separated once more

Make sure to restart steam and verify the integrity of the game files. Keep questions to the forums as we cannot answer here.. 
Things we're working on!:
Hi! Thank you who participated in our first community test of the new brawl mode, we’re super happy with the
feedback and are working on the necessary changes. We aim to have another test soon, stay tuned on social
media/announcements!

We are also hoping on going free to play (F2P) in the future because of these reasons: 

- It’s currently hard to find a match with fifty people as was intended, F2P will help bring in new people.

- The server costs are very high and an F2P update will extend the lifetime of the game.

Don’t worry. We will make sure that the people who got the game before going free will have something unique and
cool to make it worth their while. 

In order to go F2P we need to finish some major things, this is what we’re working on:

- Finishing the Brawl mode which currently will have three maps.

- Streaming: Behind the scenes, we’re working on a streaming tool that will optimize the game for better performance. This is a
bit of a gigantic task but we believe it will be a major lift for the game. It will hopefully lead to less lag spikes, it will optimize
the rendering of the world and decrease the workload of the CPU.

- Cosmetics: To be able to go F2P we need an in-game store for cosmetics, we’ve come some way with this but it needs more
work to make sure it works correctly.

These things need to be finished before we go F2P to ensure it goes correctly, we will not do so unless these things are
in place. Thank you all for sticking with us for this long <3

Please keep questions to the forums as we cannot answer here: https://steamcommunity.com/app/823130/discussions
. Apologies:
Yesterday we did some server maintenance that made some players unable to connect to the game. We would like to apologize
for any inconvenience caused, we will all wear the helmet of shame to beg for your forgiveness.
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(Bigger image for full shame https://imgur.com/a/Insa9kF )

We just restarted the servers and hope to have the game working in all regions as soon as possible.. Server changes!:
Hi everyone!

We just released a small patch removing all servers except two.

We do this for two reasons:

1 ) We want as many players in one match as possible, this means instead of new players accidentally ending up in empty servers
they will end up in the same. We hope this will lead to less confusion and fuller matches.

2) The second server will be used for modding with the EQU8 anti-cheat turned off. We know the community has wanted this
for a while. You play on this server at your own risk and will most likely encounter cheaters with mods!

We know a lot of you are waiting on the F2P update, we’re currently still working full time on TABS and don’t know
when we will have the time to go F2P with TABG. Thank you for sticking with us!

Make sure to restart steam and verify the integrity of the game files.

We cannot answer comments on this post so if you have any questions please post them in the steam forums or email
info@landfall.se. Patch 9.1:
Added further cheat protection.
First ban wave issued.

Fixed the issue where you would sometimes teleport to ruins when launching from the trucks. Patch 10: Better Anti-cheat:
Patch Notes:
- Additional Anti Cheat, Anti Cheat is now much more robust.
- Cheating, any kind of modification or trying to circumvent Anti Cheat will now result in a permanent ban.

Make sure to restart steam and verify the integrity of the game-files :)

We're also working on a big content update for the future, read more here: 
https://steamcommunity.com/games/823130/announcements/detail/1687049924103654458

Please keep questions to the forums as we cannot answer the comments here. . Server issues - AS and EU working
better now:
Hi! As you know the game has had quite a few server issues since launch.

We are working very hard on fixing them and we thank you for being patient.

The game received a lot more attention than we could ever hope or plan for and it has put a lot of strain on our servers. We're
working non-stop to make sure you can play it as soon as possible! :)

Right now the AS and EU servers are working much better, we're still looking into the issues on the US servers and other issues
that have arisen.
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If you have any questions about the game, don't post them in the comments here, email info@landfall.se
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